
Number of
Drawers

Outer Dimensions
(mm) Part Number

2 290H X 280W X 560D AH202/2DR

3 290H  X 280W X 560D AH202/3DR

2 340H X 280W X 560D AH692/2DR

3 340H  X 280W X 560D AH692/3DR

2 250H X 210W X 560D AH998/2DR

3 250H  X 210W X 560D AH998/3DR

2 420H x 140W x 560D AH179/2DR

3 420H  x 140W x 560D AH179/3DR

2 420H x 205W x 560D AH178/2DR

3 420H  x 205W x 560D AH178/3DR

2 420H x 140W x 560D AH179/2DR

3 420H  x 140W x 560D AH179/3DR

If a single storage bin designed to fit a freezer shelf is too heavy to
handle when full, the other option is to have smaller bins that fit into
horizontal outers. These drawers are smaller than storage bins and are
better suited for storing small loose items but can also be used for
cryoboxes, bottles or bags. 

HORIZONTAL DRAWER SYSTEMS

Horizontal and drawers are sold complete and are
manufactured in aluminium or stainless steel. There are
many different options of design for a horizontal drawer
system. All drawers come complete with a handle or hand
grip for easy use and a label holder to identify the
contents. Drawer systems can have any amount or size
drawer depending on the requirements for the user.
Drawers can have special features such as handles on
each end to make transporting the drawer easier or have
dividers fitted to organise items.

Aluminium drawer systems are available with different
coloured handles which include as black, red, gold, blue
and purple to help differentiate between drawers.

BESPOKE STORAGE 
Should you require a bespoke designed drawer system or
storage bin please visit our website to complete a
quotation request. The details that will be required for a
quotation are the freezer make and model or the internal
compartment size and any details on the size of items to
be stored. 

Tel: 0203 409 3489  |   office@labmode.co.uk

Horizontal Drawer System AH178/2DR

Horizontal Drawer System AH692/2DR

Stainless steel horizontal Drawer System HC94/2DRSS

Also available in stainless steel. 
To order add SS to the end of the part number


